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Studants could gain consiglerable insight into the
philosophy and inethods of scientific experimentation if instructors
adopted procedures based on an understandsing of and respect for
writing as,a process. Laboratory-courses in.psychology offer such an,
opportunity. These courses usually involve a heavy workload for both
students and faculty, for, in addition to studying the regular course
material, students attend a weekry labotatory in which the3i are

taught exrierimental design and ptocedure, laboratory control, ethical
consideratiOns"for psychologiCal research, library research
procedures, and preparation o'f manuscripts in appropriate American
Psychological Association (APA) style and format. In One.laboratory
course, students are responsible for turning in two separate,
completed manuscripts. After a first draft, the instructor and libs
assistaet meet with each student in individual confereaces to review
first drafts. The first draft is then returned to the student for
revision. The final draft, due ,about a week later, is reviewed and
graded by the instructor alone. Students are instructed to emphasize
organization and content in their first drafts and not to pay too
much attention to editing and minor format considerations. First
drafts are never graded; rather, students receive only praise and
constructive criticism, ?he use of multiple drafts helps students to
learn a new writing style and to understand the material they are
writing about. An evaluation of the course shows the students like
the multiple draft method. They perceive the benefits as being
substantive--internal as well as external revision takes place.
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Writing is a procesi. It is more than what appears on paper as the finished
product of an author's thoughts and cognitions. It includes these cognilions as well
as the discoveries which occur as the writer reads and modifies his or her earlier
products. Cooper and Odell (1977) in the introduction to their important book on
the evaluation of writing identify writing processes in the following terms:

Composing involves exploring and mulling over a subject; planning
the particular piece (with or without notes or outline); getting started;
making discoveries about feelings, values, or ideas, even while in the
process of writinga drift; maktng continuous decisions about diction,
syntax, and rhetoric in relation to the intended meaning and to the meaning
taking shape; reviewing what has accumulated, and anticipating and
rehearsing what comes next; tinkering and reformulating; stopping;
contemplating the finished piece and perhaps, finally, revising. This
complex, unpredictable, demanding activity is what we call the writing
4process. Engagingsili it, we learn and grow (pg

Donald Murray (1978) explains that writing consists of three phases which
he calls prevision, vision, and revision. Prevision includes the experiences,

, research, observations; and awareness which come before the first draft. It begins
the process of identifying and,limiting the subject. Vision is the first (or what
Murray calls the hdiscovery") draft. Revision is what the author does to inodify
the first draft. It includes developing and shaping the parly ideas and meanings
which result from the vision.

Murray further expandS his ideas about reVision processes by identifying
two separate acts. First he talks about internal revision, or the discovery and
development of ideas by the writer. Internal revision begins with the reading of
the first draft and the gradual understanding of the focus, purpose, and actual
information which he or she is trying to convey. Exlernal revision, on the other
hand, consists of the processes which the writer uses to communicate to the
audience. It is the way the outcome of the internal revision is Presented, and
consists of choosing format, refining language, proofreading, etc. According to
Murray, the internal revision processes are, by far, the more important. Most
successful writers spend i considerable amount 'of their time in internal revision.

1 Part§ of the information contained in this chapter will be presented at the
Ninetieth Annual Convention of the American Psychological Association,
Washington, D.C. 1982.
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So writing helps'the writer as well as the audien tq understand. A writer

uses writing to clarify and gain insight into the information he or she is trying to
convey. Professional writers know this well. Many novelists and poets-have
established their own special procedures for prevision, vision, and revision
processes. They have developed ways to understand their own thoughts and focus
them during the course of writing. Most scientists, on the other hand, have
pvbably not given much thought to the writing process itself. Their primary
pErpose in writing is to convey their research findings to professional colleagues;
they tend to emphasize the empirical research rather than the writing itself. My
own informal survey of fellow behavioral, social, and 'natural scientists indicates
that writing is not commonly associated with thought processes and insight. Only
a few scientists consciously use writing as a tool to clarify 'their own thoughts.

To me this is unfortunate, for much.insight is to be gained through
writing. As I reread this attempt to introduce phe scope and content of my
chapter, I am struck by the dramatic differences between this product and my
earlier attempts. As I have changed the words which appear on the page, my ,

f focus has changed as well.. There has been a constant interaction between process
and product from which has evolved the present manuscript. The earlier ones no
longer say what I think they should. And I suspect that this one will not seem
appropriate tomorrow'.

All of us who are responsible for the intellectual growth of our students are
looking for ways to improve their understanding and appreciation of the material
we present to them. Laboratory courses in the behavioral, social, and natural
sciences are designed with the hope that the hands-on experiences of the students
are important enough to their education to deserve the extra time and effort
which both faculty and students must expend.- Students in these courses are
usually required to do many of the things which a scientist in that area does on a
regular basis. These often consist of designing experiments, completing literature
reviews, collecting and dialyzing data, and writing in manuscript form the history,
procedure,)results and conclusions of the experfmental studies. We expect that, as
a result of their effort, students will have a better understanding of what a
scientist does.

But we seldom pay much attention to the writing processes of our
students. Science faculty pould use lab reports as a technique to help students
understand their experimehts. It is my thesis in this chapter that students could
gain considerable insight into the philosophy and methods of scientific
experimentation if the instructors adopted procedures whiCh many of our
colleagues in English 'have been using in their composition instruction,.procedures
which are based on an understanding and respect for writing as a process.

i

My Use of Multiple Drafts

As an experimental psychologist I often teach laboratory courses in
psychology. These experimental lab-psychology courses usually involve a heavy
workload for botti students and faculty, for, irr addition to the regular course
material, students attend a weekly laboratory in which they are taught
experimental design and procedure, laboratory control, ethical considerations fin

,
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psychological research, library research procedures, and preparation of
manuscripts in appropriate American Psychological Association (APA) style and
format. In the courses I teach, part of the laboratory consists of "hends-on"
experience in psychological research in wl/ichgstudents participate in expriments
which I design. The students are resPonsible for statistical analysis of the data,
library research, and a completed manuscript containing all the appropriate
sections of an APA paper.

Prior to spring4emester 1981, I usually required in my experimental
laboratories three experimentq; students were responsible for turning in three
separate completed manuscripts. I then ma0 comments on the manussripts,
graded them, and returned them. But I found that, particularly in the first
manuscript or two, frequent problems emerged. Most students had not written
manuscripts of psychological eiperiments before oK used APA style and format.
They were unclear about some of what was expected, and their writing reflected
their problems. Thereforei I decidfd to turn to some of the suggestions of my
English colleagues and adopt a somewhat different procedure regarding
experimental manuscripts. Beginning in the spring semester of 1981 I reduced the
number of experiments which students had to complete from three to two and
required two drafts of each of the two manuscripts. It was my hope that students
would benefit from the first draft feedback in.their understanding of the purppse,
procedure, and content of the experiment.

For the first three semesters in which I required multiple drafts, Iscollected'
the first draft of the paper (I will call it a first draft, but manSt students have
already completed somi revision by this time), then reviewed it and made
comments. A graduate student teaching assistant also reviewed-it
independently. The first draft was then returned to the student for revision. The
final draft, due about a week later, was reviewed and graded by me alone and -

returned to the student. There has been one significant'change in my multiple
drafting procedure. Last spring, rather than collecting the manuscripts for
review, the lab assistant and I met with each student in indiVidual conferences to
review first drafts. During these conferences the students read the papers and the
assistant and I interrupted to make comments where we deemed appropriate.
TheSe conferences commonly took about 20 to 25 minutes.

This "personal conference" procedure has a couple of important advantages
over our earlier procedure of collecting and reviewing the manuscripts. First of
all, manuscripts Are not kept out of students' hands. Students can make use of the
feedback while the content of the first draft is still fresh in their minds. In
addition, personal conferences allow for closer inter-aetion among the stddent, lab
assistant and me; a more dynamic process of review atcurs. Each of us can
understand better the motives and rationale of writine and drafting in a face-to-
face situation. The student receives a more dynamic form of feedback which goes
beyond a series of static words on a sheet of paper.

I have established several guidelines and rules of thumb for the use of
multiple drafts in my experimental psychology labs. irst, I instruct students to
emphasize organization and content in their first dr ts and not to pay too much
attention to editing and minor format consideatioñs , These 16tter types of
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revisrons (Murray's external revisions) should be saved fOr iater drafts. The
grocess'of drafting involves successive revisions coming'progressively closer to ,

the ideal product. feel it's important that the student understand that
overemPasis on he minor points of wording and format in early drafts will help
them less than _oncentrating on the main content of the paper.

Second, the first drafts turned in 'are never graded; studend receive'only
praise and constructive criticism.. Only the final-draft receives a grade, and thil
grade is not at all influenced by first-draft quality. I dohowever, require that a
first draft be submitted; it is not an optional exercise. A record is kept of
students who fail to 'submit a first draft, and the final course grade reflects this
failure.

Third, students are never belittled for the quality of,their first drafts.
Comments are made to help the students understand the study and improve their
manuscripts. I attempt to provide a directioA for revision and to help instill in the
students a belief, that they have the competence to carry out the revision.

In a similar vein, neither the laboratorPassistant noni will "write" any of
the manuscHpt for any student. Wp will -make suggestions about ways in which
information might be stated, point Nt what Merits to be changed, and identify
errors of omission and commission, tidtithe final product is the result of the
student's own writing processes. The student understands that we,are there to
facilitate, not substitute.

Finally, students are'aware that the amount of feedback they recebie
depends on the\ effort they make. A student who doe's riot attempt to writeari
introduction gets no help in writing one. If a student types his or het first draft,
we will make c mments on the appearance and format of the manuscript, but
handwritten mahuscripts will receive no such feedback. Thus, the more complete
the first draft, he more complete the feedback.

These gui elines have evolved over the course of my use of niultiple
drafting. They are ideas and procedures that I am comfortable with, and I feel
that they help stOdents use multiple draftffig in a constructive way. Students
should not only better: understand the experiments but should become aware of
their own writing \processes as well.

Evaluation of Multiple Drafts

My impreSsion of the use of myltiple sirafts has been that they are
beneficial ko the student in learning a new writing style and format and in
understanding the-Oaterial they are Writing about. I have felt since I have been
requiring multiple drafts that student manuscripts were perhaps a ittle better a
little sooner,than Manuscriiits which were submitted just once. also have felt
that students have aPpreciated the opportunity for interiteedback and probably
worked a little harder as a result. But, empiricist that I am, J decided to
investigate by means of a questionnaire the value that students put upon the
multiple draft procedUre. I also compared laboratory, report grades of multiple
draft and single draft ptapers.
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' With theiaid of Dr. Robert Holt of the Psychology Department, I
constructed a (Nestionnaire which was_submitted to the students during the last
week of the semester. The questionnaire mks answered Anonymously, and students
were assured that the combleted forms would be sealed and unavailable to me
until course grades had been assigned. Questions dealt with prior experience with
multiple grafts in other courses, time and effort expended on each draft, types of
revisions made after first-draft feedback, quality of the feedback, and student

levaluation'of the overall process. 'Most ;questions were answered either by rating
Aon a 1-7 scale or by filling in numbers on the form. There were, however, three
open-ended questions by which students could give overall evaluations.

I administered*the questionnaire twice, once at the end of the first
semester in which multiple drafts were required and once at the end of the
semester in which I held conferences to give studeate first-draft feedbaCk. ,
Responses to the two administrations of the questtonnaire were, overall, very
si ilar. Let's look at the results in some detail.

1 4

The students' evaluations were very positive; kifact, Pecstatic".or
"thr ed" might better describe their responses. Combined across two questions
find qvestionnaire administrations, 71 out of 98 responses,regarding the overall
evaluation of multiple drafts fell in the highest of seven categories. Only three
responses were placed in the lowest four (including the neutral) categories. To
another question, 41 out of.42 students rated tke multiple d,aft method more
helpful than single draft (the other student rated them equ ), and 34 of the 41
indicated that multiple drafts were much more, as opposed o somewhat more or
slightly mote, helpful. Results like ttse are an empiricist's cream!

Respbnses to the open-ended questions also occasionally gushed with praise
of multiple drafts ("It was great!" "Don't change a thine). But they also helped
clarifY some of the reasons why students were so positive in their evaluations.
Many students responded that they were better able to Varn from their mistakes
using multiple drafts and that they could avoid unnecessary errors. Several
students also cited less pressure and increased confidence in their products as a
result of first-draft fe4dback. Several others stressed the value of multiple drafts
when writing in a new style and format. Finally, a few students said that,
particularly with some time off between draks, a clearer and more thoughtful .

presentation of ideas was possible and new illg ights could develop dulling the
process of redrafting. This final point is what writing researchers have been
saying about the writing process all along!

The only recurring negative comment ,about the use of multiple drafts was
the increased time required1to reach a fini.ped product. Several students felt that
re4uiring two submissions ptit too much of a burden on them. Two or three
students suggested making first-draft submission optional. This criticism reminds
us that where multikAe drafting is being used in a.cilassrrm fewer. papers should
be required. A student should benefit more in learning o write from two
submissions of a single paper than one submission of two separate papers.
Therefore, the faculty member should reduce the overall number of paper
assignments.,
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Only one other criticism was cited by more than one sttident: writing
multiple drafts is boring. Rewriting the same information several times is less

, exciting and produces a loss of interest faster than writing about different
issues. But even with this criticism, one studeRt indicated that new insights into
the same material could be exciting as well. -1

Thus, students cited mahy positive and few negative thoughts about,
multiple drafting. Myiearly impressions of the process of adrafting were supported
by the student& v,iews. They recognized the benefits that writing researchers
have attributed to multiple drafts for many years.

The questionnaire also revealed one other important aspect of multiple,
drafts: the revisions were usually substantive and not merely editorial in nature.
Two of the:questions asked students what types of changes they made as a result
of feedbadR: mechanical (spelling, punctuation, word tense, etc.), wording
(substituting',one word for another), phrasing (rewording and restructuring
sen_tences), and idea (changing eoncepts and ideas). Responses in both semesters
were clear: whether measured in amount of time spent in revisibn or percent of
changes made, about two thirds of the'changts consisted of phrase and idea rather
than mechanical or wording changes. In other words, students perceived that the
'feedback helped them in their writing before it reached the editorial stage.

Thus, overall, students perceived the multiple draft meth0 as very positive
in helping them'prepare quality re6Orts. Furthernfore, they per*ived the benefits
as being substantive. Internal as well as external revision took place.

Student Benefits

The final criterion of any classroom procedure is its benefit to the
student: what does he.-or she learn as a rsult. What is the pedago'gical value of a
multiple draft procedure? While most of the answpyto this question mist be
based on speculation, we can begin to answer it bcr,looking at grades of laboratory
reports.

k
6

The lab report nades could be compared.in a number of ways. We could,
for example, compare the grades assigned on the first reports of students in labs,
which did not use multiple drafting to those of students in the multiple-drafting
sections. This would show us whether there was'any 'immediate benefit in the use
of multiple drafts. However, it would not equate for number of "submissions" or
number of times feedback was r eived by the student. For this we would need to
compare the second paper from clseswhere only' a`single-draft of each report
was s bmi ted with the first paper fro class in which students received feedback
on their first afts inally, we could c mpare the final lab reports of single and
multiple-d

a all these Comparisons. Table I shows the frequencies of A, B, C, and
D-F grades (ignoring + and - s6o es) by students in the spririg.J979 and 1980 labs
(single draftlonly) and those the spring 1981 and 1982 labs ltiple fts).
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Table I. GI:tide distributions on laboratory reports. The 79-80 frequencies are
those of students,who turned in only one. draft; 81-82 students used multiple
drafting.

. 1st Report . 2nd Submission Final Report'''
Grade 79-80 81-82 7940 81-82 7940 81-82

A 7 15.5 12.5 15.5 23 22.5
B 16 19 18 19 15.5 18.5
C ) 32 19.5 17.5 19.5 13.5 8

D-F p 4 0 7 0 3 0

"-- :

The .5 frequencies occurrd because a few students were assigned grades (e.g., B-
/C+) which spanned two, categories.

. The table suggests that students become proficient at writing lab reports
more quickly using multiple drafts, but that the difference diminishes over the N
course of the semester. A statistical comparison shows that the distribution of
grades yas significantly hiiher for multiple draft students on the first report and
on the.second "submission" but the distribution of final report grades for single -
and multiple-draft students was well within chance range.

We need to recognize that drawing conclusions from the distribution of lab
report grades is risky business from an empirical point of view. At least three
procedural problemd eXist which must temper our confidence in any such
conclusions. First, the reports Spanned four different semesters, and the
equivalence or student abilities, background, and motivation could not be .

ensured. My impression was that the four classes were comparable, and midterm
and final examination grades were simirar across semestet. Nevertheless, no way .
of equating the students on bases like ability and experience was possible.

I
Secvd, over the aourse of the three-year span, my grading criteria and

many other aspects of the course May have changed. The changes mean that more
than the drafting procedure was modified. Any improvement in performance may
well have been due in part to changes in the course other than the adoption of a
multiple drafting procedure.

Third, there was no independent and blind evaluation of the laboratory
reports. I was both instructor and researcher, and my biases about multiple drafts
may have influenced my assignment of grades. Ideally, Clifferent evaluators who
were blind to the class in which each student was enrdlled should have graded the
papers. However, reports have'been returned to the students, and it is now too
late to reevaluate them. Nevertheless, in defense of the procedure, in 1979 and
1980 I had not even considered using multiple drafts and did not anticipate that I
would be using the lab grades for any research purposes. Also, in 1981 and 1982, I
did not consider comparing the grades ti) previous ones until after all the reports
had been graded and returned to the students. My impression, therefore, for
whatever it is worth, is that the grades ane equitable, and there seems to be at
least some indication that students show higher quality work more quickly when
multiple drafting is used. The results seem well worth the time and effort of both
faculty and students.

1
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Conclusions 4

The main point of this chapter is that scientists, like writers in all other
disciplines,benefit from understanding writing as a process. Revision is just as.
important for the r,esearcher reporting,scientific information to an Ndience of
peers to it is for the poet or_ novelist writing for the general public. Students in
scientific disciplines can deVelop a "flair" for accurate, concise, and clear' writing
as well as students in English can. Furthermote, they will find that their thoughts
and-ideas develop and become better focused in the process. Emphasis on the
prevision, vision, and revision of laboratory reports can yield immense benefits for
the students.

Donald Murray (1978) reports an anecdote about a colleague, a philosophy
profefor, who confessed to be embarrassed that he often didn't know what he
wanted to say or how to go about saying it when he sat down to write. It was
during the process of writing that his thoughts gradually become clearer and
insights developed. Only after talking to Murray did he cometo learn that his
behavior was normal. I stispect that the students who responded on the
questionnaire that writing allowed them to develop new insightNinto the material
experienced the same awakening as did Murray's colleague.

I was not surprised by the outcome of the questionnaire. I fully expected
that theestudents would be nearlyunanimout in their praise of multiple drafting. I
further hspect that malty of the students took more from the course as a result of
their experience with multiple drafts. They hopefully gained a better appreciation
of the importance of writing in the development and cldification of their
thoughts. They may even be better scientists as a result.
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